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SUMMARY

The objective of work-package 3 will be to employ the ontology and Semantic Web infrastructure by adding semantics to the web service description. This deliverable D3.4 addresses orchestration and business process ontology that is an important component for the Semantic Web and Web Services usage and as consequence, used for several purposes in DIP. In this context, the D3.4 aims to define the formalisms and build an orchestration and business process ontology that will provide the basis for advanced querying, reasoning and constraints implementation to be used in web services composition. Disclaimer: The DIP Consortium is proprietary. There is no warranty for the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items contained within this material. This document represents the common view of the consortium and does not necessarily reflect the view of the individual partners.
### Abstract

The objective of work-package 3 will be to employ the ontology and Semantic Web infrastructure by adding semantics to the web service description. This deliverable D3.4 addresses orchestration and business process ontology that is an important component for the Semantic Web and Web Services usage and as consequence, used for several purposes in DIP. In this context, the D3.4 aims to define the formalisms and build an orchestration and business process ontology that will provide the basis for advanced querying, reasoning and constraints implementation to be used in web services composition.
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1 Introduction

This deliverable aims to provide a first conceptualisation and basic platform for an orchestration and business process ontology. An orchestration defines the sequence and conditions in which one Web Service invokes other Web Services in order to realize some useful function. That is, an orchestration is the pattern of interactions that a Web Service agent must follow in order to achieve its goal. [5] Web services are designed having behind them business processes that have access to the exterior world by the web services interfaces. Web services describe themselves to the World Wide Web by exposing their capabilities, described in a semantic manner. In order to compose several web services, a clear conceptualisation of the formalism and implementation for achieving the desired results is needed. The work done in this deliverable focuses on the conceptualisation and formalism side of composing web services that are semantically described. The semantic description formalism used is WSMO and the semantic language considered is WSML.

1.1 Deliverable approach

Proposed Approach

The approach taken within the DIP consortium is a combination of WSMO/WSML Abstract State Machines (ASM) (see details in DIO appendix) meta-model approach and an ILOG composer approach. This joint approach has been developed using the DIP case study needs and the practical challenges to design and create an orchestration to be executed in semantic web services platforms (as WSMX and IRSIII).

Motivation

WSMO/WSML ASM based ontology modelling has been used because it is considered to be the minimal approach to modelling orchestrations and it allows the states that business processes need to go through to be captured in an ontological manner. However, a high level modelling approach is also needed to allow the user to easily define and generate orchestrations. Therefore, the ILOG composer approach provides a UML2 graphical interface along with UML2 to ASM mappings that allows translation from UML2 to ASM and WSML ASM. This approach has been also designed taking into account the prototype needs in DIP WP6 and both of the WSMO compatible execution environments that are used in DIP: WSMX and IRSIII. In this respect, while WSMO/WSML (ASM) formalism is executable by both execution environments, the ILOG composer will interconnect with WSMX and IRSIII to provide orchestrations needed for the case studies implementations.

Strategy

Based upon the identified requirements, we define an approach for an orchestration interface description and properties, and based on the UML2AD-WSML mappings defined in DIO appendix we generate an example orchestration ready to be executed by WSMX / IRS III.

The contributions of the present work are 1) the realization of a joint methodology approach using WSMO/WSML (ASM) and the ILOG composer for creating generic orchestrations and 2) the creation of an example to be used by case studies partners to
generate their own orchestration. Our approach here is to allow the DIP case studies to build their own specific orchestration, allowing them to be flexible in building their own orchestration constructs. In the next section 1.2 the document organisation is described.

1.2 Organisation of the document

The present deliverable is structured as followings: after the introduction section, descriptions of requirements and approach are provided in section 2. There, the orchestration big picture is detailed together with the requirements for an Orchestration Interface descriptions as well as an approach for Orchestration interface description. Then, section 3 provides the ontology interface descriptions, focusing on Orchestration Interface properties, Orchestration types and intended tooling support. In section 4, a sample orchestration is provided to be used as an example for case studies and also as input for the orchestration component in WSMX for testing purposes. The case studies are expected to design their own orchestrations, based upon the example described in section 4 with the help of the available tools in DIP. Finally conclusions are issued and recommendation for future work. Specifically for the orchestration deliverable D3.4 (as well as the choreography deliverable D3.5) is the common description ontologies and language document attached as an appendix, called Dip Interface Description Ontology (DIO). In DIO, all language related issues necessary for orchestration but not necessarily related to the conceptual work are described. Also related work concerning orchestrations is listed in DIO, section 7.
2 Requirements and Approach

Orchestration provides a technique that allows service providers to realize the functionality of a Web service by composition of other Web services. A well-established mechanism to achieve service compositions in such contexts is workflow, as reviewed in the accompanying DIP Interface Description Ontology document.

The two major issues to be addressed in applying this work in DIP, where services are described in a WSMO compliant fashion, is what formalism we should like to use, and how to cope with specific characteristics of WSMO services. These latter consist particularly in the constraint of valid interactions with the services being composed to those governed by formally specified choreographies, and the requirement to support capability-based invocation.

2.1 The Big Picture

Orchestration provides a technique that allows service providers to realize the functionality of a Web service by composition of other Web services. An orchestration:

- describes those aspects of the internal business process of a Web Service where functionality of other Web services is utilized;
- decomposes the functionality into discrete parts;
- may attach existing services directly to some parts in order to achieve the decomposed functionality;
- may describe other parts of the decomposed functionality as goals to facilitate capability-driven execution at run-time;
- constrains the control flow between the decomposed parts of functionality in workflow style;
- defines the dataflow between the decomposed parts of functionality;
- denotes the multiple service interaction by one entity, which may be described to clients by its own choreography, abstracted from the orchestration description.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

On the other hand, a choreography for such a composite service does not detail the decomposition, and describes the client’s point of view wherein the service is atomic and the only data-flow and control-flow is that which concerns interaction with the client. Hence by describing a choreography for the composite functionality, and defining an orchestration engine capable of executing it, a client can access this as they would any other service.

The orchestration continues as part of the service interface, however, as a client may carry out reasoning over this description. In particular, since we allow these design-time orchestrations to be under-specified via goals, they might like to know which such sub-goals have to be achieved, and under what constraints, for the service functionality to be provided. Furthermore the interface is also available to other services which may reuse the orchestration within their own definition.
2.2 Requirements for Orchestration Interface Descriptions

While WSMO has defined that orchestrations should be described formally as ASMs — and can be interpreted as implicitly requiring that goals, and not just services, must be orchestrated over — there are several more specific requirements that result from our detailed investigation in this area, and from the specific orientation of DIP. Each of the following requirements is introduced with its motivation:

1. Two species of Orchestration

   In order to facilitate the inclusion of goals in orchestrations, we distinguish two separate types of these:

   - **Design-time orchestration**: may nominate its component parts, and specify the message exchange and propagation of control between, both goals and specific identified services. Any orchestration attached to a service interface is, by definition, a design-time orchestration.

   - **Execution-time orchestration**: may nominate only identified services, and specifies data and control flow in the same manner. An execution-time orchestration is formed in the orchestration engine to be executed. This may involve discovery of services to meet goals (but if no tasks are specified as goals, it may merely be identical with the design-time orchestration).

2. Workflow-like features

   In order to design intelligible and efficient compositions of services, interaction with which may be long-lived, it is necessary that we support advanced control flow features. In particular, it is not appropriate to build only on sequential composition and choice, and must allow concurrency features common in workflow.

3. Workflow Patterns

   In order to facilitate communication with the research community, where our approach will be compared to others, it is important that we can express our workflows in terms of the common vocabulary of Workflow Patterns [12], and know how expressive our orchestration language is in these terms.
4. **Graphical Representation**

   *In order to facilitate communication with the software engineering community, who will ultimately form a large proportion of the service providers under our architecture, it is important that we can express out workflows in a familiar and visual manner.*

5. **Ontologies as Data Model**

   *In order to be dealing with services that are specifically semantic web services, it is fundamental that ontologies are used as the underlying data model (see [4], [8]). This means that all resource descriptions are to be based on ontologies, and all data elements interchanged between client and Web service as well as between Web services are to be ontology instances. Thereby, support for the Semantic Web is assured inherently, and the basis for semantic interoperability as well as advanced information processing is given [3].*

6. **Formal Description**

   *In order to enable advanced, inference-based mechanisms for automating the Web service usage process, we require formal behavioural semantics for orchestration. Taking into account both choreography and orchestration, one central reasoning task within our approach, commonly referred to as conformance testing, is to determine whether for service consumption the interaction of a client and a Web service can be achieved successfully, respectively the interaction of Web services for achieving a functionality via an orchestration [11]. Another reasoning task is concerned with resolving process level mismatches that hamper successful interaction [1]. To formalise both conformance and safety properties it is required first to have a formal description of behaviour in which state, and potential to communicate at each state, can be judged.*

   Such techniques provide the actual benefit of semantic behavioral descriptions of Web services, as syntactic service descriptions do not support such reasoning tasks. The pre-requisite therefore is a sound formal model with unambiguous semantics for describing the dynamics within choreography interfaces and orchestrations. This formal model should be appropriate with respect to the dynamics that can occur in Web service interface descriptions, and it should integrate ontologies as the data model for the information that are to be interchanged.

2.3 **Approach for Orchestration Interface Descriptions**

While we discuss orchestration interface descriptions and respective modeling constructs in the next section in more detail, the following depicts the structure of the layered description languages that we develop with respect to the requirements determined above. This consists of the following elements whose interrelations are depicted in Figure 2.2.

Starting from the top, we have chosen UML2 Activity Diagrams as the graphical user language that is to be supported by respective tools for editing and managing Web service interface descriptions. Ontologies are used in the UML2 Activity Diagrams as the data model for the information that is to be sent or received within an interface
definition. Apart from being a graphical user language that is of significant familiarity to the engineering community, UML2 Activity Diagrams support many of the major Workflow Patterns as required [13].

As the formal model for semantically describing orchestration interfaces, we use so-called ontologized Abstract State Machines as the approach developed within WSMO for semantically describing the dynamics of Web service interface definitions [10]. While explaining the structure and semantics of this language in the accompanying document “DIP Interface Description Ontology” in detail, we denote the following benefits of this approach: (1) ontologies are inherently supported as the data model, (2) the approach is inherently integrated with other aspects for semantically describing Web services as defined in DIP, and (3) the language serves as a basis for respective execution technologies for client-service as well as service-service interaction.

It is to be noted that this general language structure is the same used for describing choreographies. Thereby, the orchestration description languages extend the one for choreography interfaces with additional constructs (see DIP deliverable D3.5 “An Ontology for Web Service Choreographies”).
3 ORCHESTRATION INTERFACE DESCRIPTIONS

On basis of the preceding examinations, this section explains conceptual aspects of orchestration interface descriptions in DIP. We first explain and rationalize the relevant aspects of orchestration interface descriptions in detail, concentrating on the distinction between design-time and execution-time orchestrations, then outline how orchestration descriptions can be created, and finally outline the intended tooling support for orchestration-related aspects in DIP.

3.1 Orchestration Interface Properties

In general, we say that DIP orchestrations have the following properties:

- **Decomposition of Web Service functionality**
  Through an orchestration we can nominate a set of components, the composition of which will lead to an intended functionality. As well as services and goals, we allow as first-class members of the workflow mediators between them. Whereas the interaction with goals and services is abstracted to message exchange, we view mediators as being atomic operations that can be achieved locally and in negligible time.

  In terms of message exchange, an orchestration can be viewed as an abstraction of a complex and interleaved set of message exchanges with multiple parties into a simpler exchange which a client can make with the composite service as a sole point of contact.

- **Control and Data Flow**
  While ASMs allow one to specify the structure of a computation in terms of information flow — and the ontologized version, as discussed in the “DIP Interface Description Ontology”, allows one to specify this over an ontology — users or agents carrying out service composition will want to reason about the control flow and dataflow over the high-level tasks, rather than their realisation via low-level rules.

  For this reason, a higher-level model is supported from which we can translate down to ontologized ASMs. The use of first class mediators between message exchanges is particularly useful in this regard, being a basis for connection at a level removed from message exchange.

- **Graphical Representation**
  The UML is a very well-established formalism in the software engineering community, representing both the statics and dynamics of software from an object-oriented perspective. The UML Activity Diagrams language represents the dynamics of multi-party interaction.

  The ability to express a good proportion of Workflow Patterns [12], a common vocabulary giving semantics to the common features of a large survey of workflow languages, has recently been published [13].

  In this language we can express: mediators as actions, message exchange as signals, which specialise actions, dataflow and control flow as UML’s Object Flow and control flow respectively.
3.2 Orchestration Types

In order to provide the benefits of capability-driven service invocation within the context of orchestration, it is necessary that we support the concept of goals. By allowing goals to be components within orchestrations, we allow the possibility that the discovery and selection of services to compose can be based on input data. Furthermore, we can account for a changing context of available services, effectively ‘late-binding’ the services based on those available at execution time.

Figure 3.1 illustrates how we might build the ‘virtual travel agency’ example (VTA) as an orchestration over goals concerning locating and booking flights and hotels. Note that even if component services are not available to deal with the various goals in all geographical contexts, this design-time orchestration may still declare this capability and provide an abstract plan for achieving this, parameterised in such goals.

At execution time, a design-time orchestration that has no such parameterisation in goals may be taken directly as the execution-time orchestration and given to the orchestration engine for execution. A design-time orchestration that contains goals, however, uses those goals as the basis of discovery thus effecting on-the-fly service composition.

The general case is that both goals and mediation requirements must be bound at execution time. As well as data mediation requirements explicitly declared in the orchestration, it may be necessary to carry out process mediation between the interaction that has been declared and the choreography of each discovered service. Figure 3.2 illustrates how each message exchanged with a goal might map to multiple messages. Furthermore, multiple goals may map onto the same underlying service.

The intention in our definition of orchestration is that the execution will be governed by an orchestration engine that will execute the ASM which results from translating the execution-time orchestration. The initial step in this engine will involve the creation of an instance of the choreography engine for each component service. The message exchange declare in the orchestration will then be carried out against the relevant instance of the choreography engine.
3.3 Intended Tooling Support

3.3.1 WSMX

An orchestration engine, of the form explained above, will be developed within the WSMX environment during the deliverable D4a.20. This will utilise the existant WSMX Choreography Engine, and thereby Process Mediator, which enables interaction with a service by mediating between choreographies from a client and from a service point of view. One view of the client choreographies described in Deliverable D3.5 “An Ontology for Web Service Choreographies” is that these should be attached to the goals in design-time orchestrations to form such a client point of view.

3.3.2 IRS-III

Capability-driven invocation is one of the central principles of IRS, and the offering of pre-defined goals, backed this capability-driven brokerage of services to meet them, is its primary task. A related principle is that goals should strongly abstract from the interaction properties of services, and all goals are viewed as ‘one-shot’, i.e. processing a set of inputs to provide output as an atomic operation. The process mediation of external deployed services is also seen as a brokerage task, and a client choreography is a necessary part of all published services within the IRS.

Existing work on orchestration in IRS [2, 6] has considered the use of the OWL-S process model [7] as a workflow-oriented means for service composition. This is an appropriate model for the ‘one-shot’ approach to services and goals, while the notion of client choreography fills that gap between this view and services that have complex interaction demands expressed by their own service choreographies.

The new language Cashew, discussed as future work in “DIP Interface Description Ontology”, will form an extension and rationalisation of this form of ontologized workflow-oriented model, and will be the basis of a full implementation in IRS, with a translation from the UML Activity Diagrams model being the input route for tools that deal directly with this model.
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4 Example

This section provides an exemplary specification of orchestration descriptions using the developed description languages. For language syntax and semantics, we refer to the accompanying document "DIP Interface Description Ontology" that specifies the common description language for choreography and orchestration interfaces.

4.1 The Shipper-Producer Usage Scenario

For illustration purpose we apply the shipper-producer example defined in [9]. This has been chosen because the scenario covers both choreography and orchestration descriptions as well as the correlation between them. Besides, this use case is applied for illustrating the DIP Web service composition tool - which is strongly correlated to orchestration descriptions as the result of the composition procedure.

The following given a brief overview of the setting:

- The orchestration is the coordinator of the interaction between user, producer, and shipper Web services.
- The user Web service sees the orchestration as a single service from which it can purchase a product and have it delivered.
- Both the producer and shipper see the orchestration as a requester of its service: either the sale of a product or the delivery of some goods.

The orchestration descriptions are provided below, while the choreography interfaces are provided in DIP deliverable D3.5, “An Ontology for Web Service Choreography”.

4.2 Orchestration Description in User Language (UML2AD)

This section includes two orchestration examples for the Shipper - Producer. Each one is based on a variant of the choreographies as defined in D3.5. In the first one, figure 4.1, the answer is packed into one message, whereas on figure 4.2, the answer is unpacked in two different messages whether it’s a positive or a negative answer.

4.3 Orchestration Description in Formal Language (ASM)

This section includes the orchestration depicted in Figure 4.1 above expressed in ontologized Abstract State Machines. The example invokes the producer Web Service upon receiving a product specification from the user Web Service and invokes the shipper Web Service upon receipt of a destination from the user Web Service and product size included in a producer offer from the producer Web Service. It combines offers and confirmations from the shipper and producer Web Services into ‘global’ offers and confirmations, and unpacks a user answer into separate answers for the shipper and producer.
wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-flight"

namespace { _"http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/spChoreographies#", sp
  _"http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/supplierProvider#", corp
  _"http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/corporate#", pSWSDL
  _"http://www.wsmo.org/ontologies/providerSupplierWSDL#" }

/*
 * There is no format for definition of orchestration that
 * passes the validator. The following form is used.
 */

webService _"http://ontologies.deri.org/spWebService"
// Supplier-Producer Choreographies:
interface spUserInterface orchestration productShippingOrchestration
  stateSignature productShippingOrchestrationSignature
  guardedTransitions producerShipperOrchestrationRules

stateSignature productShippingOrchestrationSignature
  in {
    sp#productName withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#productName/In),
    sp#destination withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#destination/In),
    sp#shipperOffer withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#shipperOffer/In),
    sp#globalAnswer withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#userAcknowledgement/In),
    sp#producerAnswer withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#producerAnswer/In),
    sp#shipperAnswer withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#shipperAnswer)
    sp#producerConfirmation withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#producerConfirmation/In),
    sp#shipperConfirmation withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#shipperConfirmation/In)
  }
  out {
    sp#producerRequest withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#producerRequest/Out),
    sp#globalOffer withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#globalOffer/Out),
    sp#globalConfirmation withGrounding
      spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference( SP_PortType/pSWSDL#globalConfirmation/Out)
  }
shared {
  sp#shipperRequest withGrounding
  spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference(
    SP_PortType/pSWSDL#pSRequest/Shared),

  sp#producerOffer withGrounding
  spWS#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference(
    SP_PortType/pSWSDL#producerOffer/Shared)
}

guardedTransitions producerShipperOrchestrationRules

if (?request[product hasValue ?product,
    quantity hasValue ?amt] memberOf sp#productName)
then ((invoke sp#producerRequest) // (Choreography uses ?request)
  and
  (add(_#[product hasValue ?product,
           quantity hasValue ?amt] memberOf sp#producerRequest)))
// other details may be generated

if ((?pOffer[request hasValue ?request,
    acceptReject hasValue sp#acceptance,
    productSize hasValue ?pSize] memberOf sp#producerOffer) and
  (?location memberOf sp#destination))
then ((invoke shipperRequest)
  and
  (update(?pOffer[acceptReject hasValue sp#processed])))

if ((?pOffer[request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#producerOffer) and
  (?sOffer[request hasValue ?request,
    acceptReject hasValue sp#acceptance] memberOf shipperOffer))
then update(?request[acceptRejectOffer hasValue
  _#[producerOffer hasValue ?pOffer,
      shipperOffer hasValue ?sOffer]
  memberOf sp#globalOffer])

if (?response[acceptReject hasValue ?userAcceptance,
    request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#globalAnswer)
then
  ((add(_#[acceptance hasValue ?userAcceptance,
          request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#producerAnswer))
   and
   (add(_#[acceptance hasValue ?userAcceptance,
           request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#shipperAnswer)))
// If the user acceptance has separate details for shipper and producer,
// they should be separated here.

if (?response[acceptReject hasValue sp#reject, request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#globalAnswer)
then
  (add(_#[request hasValue ?request,}
succeed hasValue sp#failure] memberOf sp#compositeGoal))

if ((?prodConf[request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#producerConfirmation) and
(?shipConf[request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#shipperConfirmation) and
(?response[acceptReject hasValue sp#accept,
    request hasValue ?request] memberOf sp#globalAnswer))
then
  ((add(_[request hasValue ?request,
          shipConfirmation hasValue ?shipConf,
          prodConfirmation hasValue ?prodConf]
         memberOf sp#globalConfirmation))
and
  (add(_[request hasValue ?request,
          succeed hasValue sp#success] memberOf sp#compositeGoal)))

/// The following are not included in the diagrammed orchestration:

if (?pOffer[request hasValue ?request,
            acceptReject hasValue sp#rejected] memberOf sp#producerOffer)
then ((add(_[acceptReject hasValue sp#rejected] memberOf sp#globalOffer))
and
  (add(_[request hasValue ?request,
          succeed hasValue sp#failure] memberOf sp#compositeGoal)))
// If producer rejects the request, prepare a rejection for the user
// as the Global Offer and define the goal as having failed.

if (?sOffer[request hasValue ?request,
            acceptReject hasValue sp#rejected] memberOf sp#shipperOffer)
then ((add(_[acceptReject hasValue sp#rejected] memberOf sp#globalOffer))
and
  (add(_[request hasValue ?request,
          acceptance hasValue sp#rejected] memberOf sp#producerAnswer))
and
  (add(_[request hasValue ?request,
          succeed hasValue sp#failure] memberOf sp#compositeGoal)))
// If shipper rejects the request, prepare a rejection for the user
// as the Global Offer and for the producer as a Producer Answer,
// and define the goal as having failed.

The last two rules (‘guarded transitions’) in the orchestration cover the case of rejection of the product request or the shipper request by the producer or shipper respectively. In either case, the ‘global offer’ is a rejection and the overall goal fails. If the producer rejects the request, then no shipper request is required (or appropriate).

The orchestration invokes the other services under the appropriate conditions and calculates inputs needed by their choreographies if that data is not directly available.

The orchestration depicted in UML diagram Figure Ops Packed, was interpreted as follows:

* Upon receipt of a Product Name from a user, the producer service is invoked and a producer request is prepared. Because a producer request would normally specify the quantity of product as well as the name of the product, those two components are assumed to be able to be extracted from the Product Name message sent by the user and are incorporated into the generated Producer Request. * Once a Producer Offer and a destination are received, a shipper is invoked. Although not included in the diagram, the assumption is that the request has been accepted. This is shown
in the orchestration by a flag in the Producer Offer. The change in state once the shipper is invoked is signaled by modifying the request status flag from "accepted" to "processed". * Once a Shipper Offer has been received, it is merged with the producer offer to produce a Global Offer, which the user choreography can input. Again, the assumption that the shipper has not rejected the request is made explicit. * Once a Global Answer is received from the user, both a Producer Answer and a Shipper Answer are extracted so that the appropriate services’ choreographies can handle them. * If a Global Answer is a rejection, the Composite Goal is designated a failure. * If a Global Answer is an acceptance and confirmations are received from both the shipper and producer, a Global Confirmation is created for the user and the Composite Goal is designated a success.
Figure 4.1: Shipper-Producer Orchestration in UML2AD (Packed Answer)
Figure 4.2: Shipper-Producer Orchestration in UML2AD (Unpacked Answer)
5 CONCLUSIONS

In this deliverable we described our vision on web services orchestration (composition) providing an overview of its internal structure. The requirements needed for an orchestration interface have been listed, differentiating between design time and execution time orchestration. This highlights the need for workflow-like features and patterns, emphasizing the importance of a graphical representation, ontologies usages and finally, the need for a well defined formal description. The approach for an orchestration interface description has been discussed, with emphasis placed on web services decomposition functionality, control and data flow and also graphical representation. The intended tooling support has been presented, providing details over the two WSMO reference implementations that are WSMX and IRS III and in particular over their current and future orchestration implementation approaches. An example (shipper-producer usage scenario) has been provided, showing both the UML2AD orchestration representation and the WSML ASM formal language description of the example. All language related aspects and related work have been described in the DIP interface Description Ontology (DIO) document, attached to this deliverable.
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